
EBU Tournament Review

Event: Easter Festival Date: 03.04.15 Venue: Royal National Hotel
TD's: Gordon Rainsford, Robin Barker, Nicole Cook, David Collier, Gary Conrad 

Did you enjoy the event?

Very much 9 Yes 12 No 3

In principle how likely are you to enter this event again (assuming same format etc)

Definitely would 12 Probably 9 Unlikely 1 Not 2

Reasons for would not: The speed of play was much too slow - nothing was done to chase
up slow players

Please mark only the aspect of the event which were 'excellent' and those which 'require
improvement'

Excellent Improvement
13 Venue 5
21 Playing conditions 0
18 Schedule 2
18 Competition format 2
21 Directors/Organisation 1
3 Catering/refreshments 9
16 Pre-congress service 1

If played in Championship Pairs please indicate start time

2.00pm 11 4.00pm 2 N/A 1

Would you have preferred (choose any which apply):

Earlier start 7 Earlier finish 4 Longer intervals 0

Later start 1 Later finish 1 Shorter intervals 6

Total Returns 26
Number of attendees 537

Comments
Too expensive x5
Appreciate the thought behind the early start time, but Passover has two x1
nights of festivities, so the Saturday timings are not suitable to play in
Friday session should be 36 boards minimum x1
Should keep to published timings (for those travelling by train) x1
There were insufficient hand records x1
Free tea/coffee would be good x1
Would be good to be able to get a 'quick' cup of tea/coffee x1
Air-conditioning filters needed cleaning x1
Would prefer a two day teams event x1
Would be a better event if the top 14 pairs played in a separate section for
the final session x1
Ladies toilets not very clean x1
Followed two slow pairs in Championship Pairs - not very enjoyable x1
Had to rush meal - a slightly longer interval needed x1
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